STARS Learning Skills and Behaviour Map – Year 4

EXPLORATION
Learning
Skills
EVALUATION
Learning
Skills

Safe
Behaviours
1. I appreciate and value
how to stay safe online
while learning.
6. I feel confident to
share my thoughts and
feelings to create a
safe environment.

PERSEVERENCE
Learning
SKILLS

11. I appreciate the value
of being safe physically
and emotionally.

INDEPENDENCE
Learning
SKILLS

16. I can follow routines,
advice and instructions
to keep me safe and
respect others.

CHALLENGE
Learning
SKILLS

21. I recognise and value
the reasons for
appropriate behaviour
and know how to seek
help.
26. I effectively work with
others to contribute to
a safe working
environment.

COOPERATION
&
COLLABORATION
Learning
SKILLS

CREATIVE
THINKING
Learning
SKILLS

31. I can create chances to
build effective
relationships and
learning opportunities.

Talents, Interests &
Identity Behaviours
2. I actively inquire in
order to improve.
7. I am confident in
sharing my opinions
and following through
ideas to develop my
talents and interests.
12. I am prepared to ask
questions to those
who can help me
develop my talents.
17. I can proactively work
with people who help
me in order to develop
my talents and
interests.
22. I take opportunities to
develop my talents
and interests and take
responsibility for the
outcome.
27. I am willing to engage
with people I have not
worked with before to
develop my talents
and interests.
32. I develop my talents
and interests through
a variety of resources
and by taking risks.

Achievement
Behaviours
3. I am willing to learn by
getting things wrong
to get them right.
8. I listen carefully to
advice given in
marking to improve
the quality of my work.

RRR
Behaviours
4. I am open-minded in
learning about new
things.
9. I understand and
appreciate that with
the rights I have there
are responsibilities.

Social Skills
Behaviours
5. I discuss learning with
tolerance and respect.

13. I can carry out learning
activities for the
pleasure of it and an
expected outcome.

14. I am able to face
challenges with a
positive attitude and
respect for others.

18. I focus on the task for
a sustained period of
time independently
and in a group.

19. I appreciate the
influence my
behaviour has on
people around me and
behave appropriately.
24. I can make a positive
difference to others by
understanding my
rights and
responsibilities.
29. I value the rights of
others and appreciate
that differences can
create positive
opportunities.
34. I can ask questions of
the people around me
in order to create a
positive outcome.

15. I understand that
making mistakes is
part of learning and
my actions have an
impact on others.
20. I make good choices
and take responsibility
for my actions.

23. I can think in unusual
and alternate ways
about concepts &
things which interest
me.
28. I show fairness and
consideration to
others and can give
constructive feedback.
33. I respond to
imaginative thinking to
achieve the objective.

10. I can deal positively
with praise, setbacks
and criticism in order
to improve further.

25. I always try to
approach problems
with a positive
attitude and can learn
from my mistakes.
30. I value the view of
others and appreciate
the importance of
sharing to build on
learning.
35. I use my imagination
to try to understand
and appreciate how
people feel and think.

